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The Tokyo Trial and War Crimes in Asia 2021-01-12

the book examines the process and the impact of the international military tribunal for the far east imtfe otherwise known as the tokyo trial which was convened
in 1946 to try the japanese leaders accused of committing war crimes during world war ii offering valuable research materials it studies the lessons learned from the
failed attempt after world war i and the background and establishment of the imtfe it elaborates on the charter the indictment the proceeding records and the
judgment of the imtfe with an emphasis on principles of international law and other legal questions often with reference to the nuremberg trial it also discusses the
structure and different parts of the court organization the selection and prosecution of class a war criminals and the trial procedures especially those relating to
evidence the author s personal experience and his criticism of certain aspects of the tokyo trial make it most insightful for the reader from the perspective of a
chinese judge this unique text brings in the dimensions of both international law and international relations and allows us to measure the significance and legacy of
the tokyo trial for contemporary international criminal justice the author s manuscript of this book was written in chinese in the mid 1960s as part of a larger project
and was initially published in 1988 this is the first time that this book has been translated into english

Beyond Victor's Justice? The Tokyo War Crimes Trial Revisited 2011-06-09

the aim of this new collection of essays is to engage in analysis beyond the familiar victor s justice critiques the editors have drawn on authors from across the world
including australia japan china france korea new zealand and the united kingdom with expertise in the fields of international humanitarian law international
criminal law japanese studies modern japanese history and the use of nuclear chemical and biological weapons the diverse backgrounds of the individual authors
allow the editors to present essays which provide detailed and original analyses of the tokyo trial from legal philosophical and historical perspectives

The Tokyo Trial 2001-11-30

overshadowed for many years by the nuremberg trials the tokyo trial one of the major events in the aftermath of world war ii has elicited renewed interest since
the 50th anniversary of the war s end revelations of previously hidden war crimes including comfort women and biological warfare and the establishment of
international courts to try yugoslav and rwandan war criminals have added to the interest this bibliography addressees the renewed interest in the tokyo trial
providing over 700 citations to official publications scholarly monographs and journal articles contemporaneous accounts manuscript collections and sites also included
are sources on the trial s influence on international law and military law and unresolved issues being debated to this day defining war crimes after the fact
practicing victor s justice to punish enemies holding military commanders accountable for their troops actions these were issues confronted in the tokyo trial and
other asia pacific war crimes trials they are still being investigated researched and debated today this bibliography helps to illuminate these issues from different
perspectives providing a variety of ways to locate relevant english language sources the volume also includes citations to contemporary issues stemming from the
asia pacific war crimes trials comfort women biological warfare and unresolved issues of reparations and official apologies the book is a useful guide to sources on all
aspects of the tokyo trial
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The Tokyo War Crimes Trial 2020-03-17

this book assesses the historical significance of the international military tribunal for the far east imtfe commonly called the tokyo trial established as the eastern
counterpart of the nuremberg trial in the immediate aftermath of world war ii through extensive research in japanese american australian and indian archives
yuma totani taps into a large body of previously underexamined sources to explore some of the central misunderstandings and historiographical distortions that have
persisted to the present day foregrounding these voluminous records totani disputes the notion that the trial was an exercise in victors justice in which the legal
process was egregiously compromised for political and ideological reasons rather the author details the achievements of the allied prosecution teams in documenting
war crimes and establishing the responsibility of the accused parties to show how the imtfe represented a sound application of the legal principles established at
nuremberg this study deepens our knowledge of the historical intricacies surrounding the tokyo trial and advances our understanding of the japanese conduct of
war and occupation during world war ii the range of postwar debates on war guilt and the relevance of the imtfe to the continuing development of international
humanitarian law

War Crimes Tribunals and Transitional Justice 2007-10-11

advocates of the nuremberg legacy emphasize the positive impact of the individualization of responsibility and the establishment of an historical record through
judicial procedures for war crimes this legacy has been cited in the context of the establishment and operation of the un ad hoc international criminal tribunals in
the 1990s as well as for the international criminal court the problem with this legacy however is that it is based solely on the experience of west germany
furthermore the effect of the procedure on post conflict society has not been empirically examined this book does this by analyzing the tokyo trial the other
international military tribunal established after the second world war and its impact on post war japan madoka futamura examines the short and long term impact of
the international military tribunal for the far east the tokyo trial on post war japan in order to improve the understanding of and strategy for ongoing international
war crimes tribunals war crimes tribunals and transitional justice will be of much interest to students of war crimes international law transitional justice and
international relations in general

The Tokyo Trial 2016-12-08

this collection of essays represents a distinctively chinese approach to the interpretation of the tokyo trial and its significance today

The Tokyo Trial and Beyond 1994-12-05

this book provides a unique insider s view of the international military tribunal at the end of the second world war and reflects on the nature and limits of
international law in peacekeeping
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Victors' Justice 2015-03-08

the klieg lighted tokyo trial began on may 3 1946 and ended on november 4 1948 a majority of the eleven judges from the victorious allies finding the twenty five
surviving defendants japanese military and state leaders guilty of most if not all of the charges as at nuremberg the charges included for the first time crimes against
peace and crimes against humanity as well as conventional war crimes in a polemical account richard minear reviews the background proceedings and judgment of
the tokyo trial from its charter and simultaneous nuremberg precedent to its effects today mr minear looks at the trial from the aspects of international law of legal
process and of history with compelling force he discusses the motives of the nuremberg and tokyo proponents the trial s prejudged course its choice of judges
procedures decisions and omissions general macarthur s review of the verdict the criticisms of the three dissenting judges and the dangers inherent in such an
international political trial his systematic partisan treatment pulls together evidence american lawyers and liberals have long suspected feared and dismissed from
their minds contents preface i introduction ii the tokyo trial iii problems of international law iv problems of legal process v problems of history vi after the trial
appendices originally published in 1971 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print
books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

The Tokyo Trial 1950

fully utilizing the latest archival material this book provides a comprehensive multi dimensional and nuanced understanding of the tokyo tribunal by delving into
the temporal aspects that extended the relevance and reverberations of the tribunal beyond its end in 1948 with this as a backdrop this book contributes to the study
of japanese postwar diplomacy it shows the tokyo tribunal is still very much an experiment in progress and how the process itself has helped japan to quickly shed
its imperial past and remain ambiguous as to its war responsibilities from a wider vantage point this book augments the existing scholarship of international criminal
law and justice offering a clear framework as to the limits of what international criminal tribunals can accomplish and offers a must read for academics and students
as well as for practitioners journalists and policymakers interested in international criminal law and us japanese diplomatic history

The Tokyo Trial, Justice, and the Postwar International Order 2019-01-04

the international military tribunal for the far east imtfe held in tokyo from may 1946 to november 1948 was a landmark event in the development of modern
international criminal law the trial in tokyo was a complex undertaking and international effort to hold individuals accountable for core international crimes and
delivering justice the tribunal consisted of 11 judges and respective national prosecution teams from 11 countries and a mixed japanese american team of defence
lawyers the imtfe indicted 28 japanese defendants amongst them former prime ministers cabinet ministers military leaders and diplomats based on a 55 count
indictment pertaining to crimes against peace war crimes and crimes against humanity the judgment was not unanimous with one majority judgment two
concurring opinions and three dissenting opinions the trial and the outcome were the subject of significant controversy and the tribunal s files were subsequently
shelved in the archives while its counterpart in europe the international military tribunal imt at nuremberg has been at the centre of public and scholarly interest
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the tokyo tribunal has more recently gained international scholarly attention this volume combines perspectives from law history and the social sciences to discuss
the legal historical political and cultural significance of the tokyo tribunal the collection is based on an international conference marking the 70th anniversary of the
judgment of the imtfe which was held in nuremberg in 2018 the volume features reflections by eminent scholars and experts on the establishment and functioning
of the tribunal procedural and substantive issues as well as receptions and repercussions of the trial

The Tokyo Tribunal: Perspectives on Law, History and Memory 2020-10-27

this book is an outstanding account of the international military tribunal that took place in tokyo at the end of world war ii as in the nuremberg trial the leaders of
japan were accused of crimes against peace and crimes against humanity as well as war crimes

The Tokyo Trial and Beyond 1993-01

a work of singular importance balanced original human accessible and riveting philippe sands author of east west street from the prizewinning author of the
acclaimed the blood telegram a landmark magisterial history of the postwar trial of japan s leaders as war criminals and their impact on the modern history of asia
and the world in the weeks after japan finally surrendered to the allies to end world war ii the victorious powers turned to the question of how to move on from
years of carnage and destruction to them it was clear that japan s militaristic leaders needed to be tried and punished for their crimes for the allied powers the trials
were an opportunity both to render judgment on their vanquished foes and to create a legal framework to prosecute war crimes and prohibit the use of aggressive
war for the japanese leaders on trial it was their chance to argue that their war had been waged to liberate asia from western imperialism and that the court was no
more than victors justice gary j bass judgement at tokyo is the product of a decade of research a magnificent riveting story of wartime action dramatic courtroom
battles and the epic formative years that set the stage for the postwar era in the asia pacific

Judgement at Tokyo 2023-10-19

challenges the persistent orthodoxies of the tokyo tribunal and provides a new framework for evaluating the trial revealing its importance to international
jurisprudence

The Tokyo War Crimes Tribunal 2018-11-22

edited by dr viviane e dittrich prof kerstin von lingen prof philipp osten and dr jolana makraiova this book concerns the international military tribunal for the far
east imtfe held in tokyo from may 1946 to november 1948 it was a landmark event in the development of modern international criminal law the trial in tokyo was
a complex undertaking and international effort to hold individuals accountable for core international crimes and delivering justice the tribunal consisted of 11 judges
and respective national prosecution teams from 11 countries and a mixed japanese american team of defence lawyers the imtfe indicted 28 japanese defendants
amongst them former prime ministers cabinet ministers military leaders and diplomats based on a 55 count indictment pertaining to crimes against peace war
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crimes and crimes against humanity the judgment was not unanimous with one majority judgment two concurring opinions and three dissenting opinions the trial
and the outcome were the subject of significant controversy and the tribunal s files were subsequently shelved in the archives while its counterpart in europe the
international military tribunal imt at nuremberg has been at the centre of public and scholarly interest the tokyo tribunal has more recently gained international
scholarly attention this volume combines perspectives from law history and the social sciences to discuss the legal historical political and cultural significance of the
tokyo tribunal the collection is based on an international conference marking the 70th anniversary of the judgment of the imtfe which was held in nuremberg in
2018 the volume features reflections by eminent scholars and experts on the establishment and functioning of the tribunal procedural and substantive issues as well
as receptions and repercussions of the trial

The Tokyo Tribunal 2020-10-27

written by chinese jurist mei ju ao this significant book considers both the process and the impact of the international military tribunal for the far east otherwise
known as the tokyo trial which was convened in 1946 to try political military leaders accused of involvement in war crimes offering valuable research material on
the establishment of the tribunal it examines the background to the establishment of the international military tribunal and the lessons learned from earlier trials of
world war one war criminals written from the perspective of a chinese prosecutor who was both jurist and witness this unique text engages with the tokyo trial
from an interdisciplinary perspective bringing in both international law and international relations measuring over 7 decades later the significance and ongoing
legacy of the tokyo trial for contemporary international criminal justice in asia and beyond

The Tokyo Trial Diaries of Mei Ju-ao 2019-06-15

in the years since the japanese war crimes trials concluded the proceedings have been colored by charges of racism vengeance and guilt in this book tim maga
contends that in the trials good law was practiced and evil did not go unpunished the defendants ranged from lowly japanese imperial army privates to former
prime ministers since they did not represent a government for which genocide was a policy pursuit their cases were more difficult to prosecute than those of nazi
war criminals in contrast to nuremberg the efforts in tokyo guam and other locations throughout the pacific received little attention by the western press once the
cold war began america needed pacific allies and the atrocities committed by japanese soldiers throughout the 1930s and early 1940s were rarely mentioned the
trials were described as phony justice and japan bashing keenan and his compatriots adopted criminal court tactics and established precedents in the conduct of war
crimes trials that still stand today maga reviews the context for the trials recounts the proceedings and concludes that they were in fact decent examples of
american justice and fair play

Judgment at Tokyo 2001

overshadowed for many years by the nuremberg trials the tokyo trial one of the major events in the aftermath of world war ii has elicited renewed interest since
the 50th anniversary of the war s end revelations of previously hidden war crimes including comfort women and biological warfare and the establishment of
international courts to try yugoslav and rwandan war criminals have added to the interest this bibliography addressees the renewed interest in the tokyo trial
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providing over 700 citations to official publications scholarly monographs and journal articles contemporaneous accounts manuscript collections and sites also included
are sources on the trial s influence on international law and military law and unresolved issues being debated to this day defining war crimes after the fact
practicing victor s justice to punish enemies holding military commanders accountable for their troops actions these were issues confronted in the tokyo trial and
other asia pacific war crimes trials they are still being investigated researched and debated today this bibliography helps to illuminate these issues from different
perspectives providing a variety of ways to locate relevant english language sources the volume also includes citations to contemporary issues stemming from the
asia pacific war crimes trials comfort women biological warfare and unresolved issues of reparations and official apologies the book is a useful guide to sources on all
aspects of the tokyo trial

The Tokyo Trial 2002

the tokyo trial like the nuremberg trial was unique as a judicial event presided over by eleven allied judges japan s wartime leaders were individually tried in an
international court of justice for crimes against international law after two years of hearings a majority judgment found twenty five of the accused guilty seven
were sentenced to death however factionalism amongst justices and competing political interests served to undermine the final judgment widely criticized as victor
s justice some seventy years later its legacy continues to inform international politics and polarize ideological debate page 4 of cover

The Tokyo Trial 2022

includes pictures includes contemporary records includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading there were i suppose three possible courses to let
the atrocities which had been committed go unpunished to put the perpetrators to death or punish them by executive action or to try them which was it to be was
it possible to let such atrocities go unpunished could france could russia could holland belgium norway czechoslovakia poland or yugoslavia be expected to consent to
such a course it will be remembered that after the first world war alleged criminals were handed over to be tried by germany and what a farce that was the
majority got off and such sentences as were inflicted were derisory and were soon remitted baron geoffrey lawrence december 1946 at the end of world war ii the
world was faced with some sobering statistics with over 50 000 000 deaths when both military and civilian losses had been accounted for the death toll was
devastating and for many of those who lived in countries that had been ravaged by war hunger and financial strain had become parts of daily life furthermore
beyond the physical damage was the growing knowledge of the atrocities that had been committed both before and during the war in fact the allies were
discussing how to dole out justice for axis war crimes as early as 1943 and once the war was over the victorious allies sought to address every aspect of it to both
punish war criminals and attempt to ensure that there was never a conflict like it again the judgment of the german leadership and its role in the death destruction
and demoralization they had brought to the world would take place at nuremberg the nuremberg trials were a series of 13 proceedings held under the authority of
the international military tribunal between november 1945 and june 1948 but the trial most associated with nuremberg is the first trial in which eight judges
appointed by britain the united states the soviet union and france deliberated over the guilt or innocence of 22 men identified as significant leaders of the nazi cause
this trial took place between november 20 1945 and august 31 1946 later trials included other germans who held what were considered to be position of power
doctors businessman or lower level functionaries whose positions of influence gave them in the eyes of the allies increased responsibility for their actions though
almost every person convicted in the 13 nuremberg trials was male there was also a female physician convicted at the doctors trial though they are now mostly
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forgotten the international military tribunal for the far east was the pacific theater s equivalent known as the tokyo trials 11 countries contributed prosecutors as 28
japanese faced trials for crimes against humanity the trials were politically charged from the start considering the end of world war ii the beginning of the cold war
and the american occupation of japan and in many respects the tokyo trials were part of a new era in american japanese relations the tokyo war crimes tribunal the
history and legacy of the war crimes trials against japan after world war ii chronicles the history of the trials from their conception to their completion along with
pictures of important people places and events you will learn about the trials like never before

The Tokyo Trial:War Criminals and Japan’s Postwar International Relations 2022-03-27

as an aftermath of the second world war british military tribunals tried individual persons against suspected war crimes original papers transcripts are presented
including pre trial documentation defence petitions case reviews and recommendations

Victors' Justice 1971

this comprehensive treatment of post world war ii allied war crimes trials in the far east is a significant contribution to a neglected subject while the nuremberg
and to a lesser degree tokyo tribunals have received considerable attention this is the first full length assessment of the entire far east operation which involved
some 5 700 accused and 2 200 trials after discussing the tokyo trial piccigallo systematically examines the operations of each allied nation documenting procedure and
machinery as well as the details of actual trials including hitherto unpublished photographs and ending with a statistical summary of cases this study allows a
completely new assessment of the far east proceedings with a few exceptions the trials were carefully and fairly conducted the efforts of defense counsel and the
elaborate review procedures being especially noteworthy piccigallo s approach to this emotion filled subject is straightforward and evenhanded throughout he
concludes with a discussion of the broader implications of such war crimes trials a matter of interest to the general reader as well as to specialists in history law and
international affairs

The Tokyo Major War Crimes Trial 1998

in order to ensure its absolute authority the tokyo war crimes tribunal 1946 1948 the japanese counterpart of the nuremberg trial adopted a three tier structure for
its interpreting japanese nationals interpreted the proceedings second generation japanese americans monitored the interpreting and caucasian u s military officers
arbitrated the disputes the first extensive study on the subject in english this book explores the historical and political contexts of the trial as well as the social and
cultural backgrounds of the linguists through trial transcripts in english and japanese archival documents and recordings and interviews with those who were
involved in the interpreting in addition to a detailed account of the interpreting the book examines the reasons for the three tier system how the interpreting
procedures were established over the course of the trial and the unique difficulties faced by the japanese american monitors this original case study of the tokyo war
crimes tribunal illuminates how complex issues such as trust power control and race affect interpreting at international tribunals in times of conflict published in
english
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The Tokyo War Crimes Tribunal 2018-10-10

the tokyo tribunal 1946 1948 tried japanese leaders for war crimes committed during the second world war but behind the scenes old legal traditions contended
with new legal ethics and refigured cultural perceptions of how to bringing about justice

The Tokyo Major War Crimes Trial 1998

this study traces one of the greatest and most dramatic trials in history and provides fresh information on the way japan conducted the war from pearl harbor to the
attempted assassination of stalin to the final surrender

The Japanese On Trial 1980-01-01

written by the director of the tokyo trial research centre at china s shanghai jiao tong university this book provides a unique analysis of war crime trials in asia
pacific after world war ii it offers a comprehensive review of key events during this period covering preparations for the trial examining the role of the war
crimes commission of the united nations as well as offering a new analysis of the trial itself addressing the question of conventional war crimes crimes against
humanity crimes against peace such as the pearl harbor incident and violations of warfare law it follows up with a discussion of post trial events and the fate of war
criminals on trial additionally it examines other japanese war crime trials which happened in asia as well as considering the legacy of the tokyo trial itself and the
foundation of a new post war international order in east asia

Interpreting the Tokyo War Crimes Trial 2010

in the aftermath of world war ii the allied intent to bring axis crimes to light led to both the nuremberg trials and their counterpart in tokyo the international
military tribunal of the far east yet the tokyo trial failed to prosecute imperial japanese leaders for the worst of war crimes inhumane medical experimentation
including vivisection and open air pathogen and chemical tests which rivaled nazi atrocities as well as mass attacks using plague anthrax and cholera that killed
thousands of chinese civilians in hidden atrocities jeanne guillemin goes behind the scenes at the trial to reveal the american obstruction that denied justice to japan
s victims responsibility for japan s secret germ warfare program organized as unit 731 in harbin china extended to top government leaders and many respected
scientists all of whom escaped indictment instead motivated by early cold war tensions u s military intelligence in tokyo insinuated itself into the tokyo trial by
blocking prosecution access to key witnesses and then classifying incriminating documents washington decision makers supported by the american occupation
leader general douglas macarthur sought to acquire japan s biological warfare expertise to gain an advantage over the soviet union suspected of developing both
biological and nuclear weapons ultimately u s national security goals left the victims of unit 731 without vindication decades later evidence of the unit 731 atrocities
still troubles relations between china and japan guillemin s vivid account of the cover up at the tokyo trial shows how without guarantees of transparency power
politics can jeopardize international justice with persistent consequences
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The Tokyo Trials 1957

the tokyo international military tribunal imt is not frequently discussed in the literature on international criminal law and it is often thought that it was little more
and possibly less than a footnote to the nuremberg proceedings this work seeks to dispel this widely held belief by showing the way in which the tokyo imt was
both similar and different to its nuremberg counterpart the extent to which the critiques of the tokyo imt have purchase and the tribunal s contemporary relevance
the book also shows how the imt needs to be treated not just as one overarching entity but also as being made up of different sets of people who made up the
prosecution the defense and the judges these different groups disagreed with each other at times over the way in which the trial should proceed and the book
shows how each had an impact on the proceedings the book is a comprehensive legal analysis of the tokyo imt covering its law theory practice and the lessons it
may teach to those prosecuting and defending international crimes today it also places the trial in its political and historical context the work is based in part of
extensive archival research undertaken by the authors which has unearthed large quantities of documents that have previously been ignored by those who have
studied the tribunal

Transcultural Justice at the Tokyo Tribunal 2018-03-06

acclaimed as one of the year s 10 best books by the washington post 12 essential nonfiction books by the new yorker 100 notable books by the new york times best
books by the economist foreign affairs and air mail 10 essential books by the telegraph the new york times book review editors choice the observer and the sunday
times book of the week a landmark magisterial history of the trial of japan s leaders as war criminals the largely overlooked asian counterpart to nuremberg nothing
less than a masterpiece with epic research and mesmerizing narrative power judgment at tokyo has the makings of an instant classic evan osnos national book award
winning author of age of ambition chasing fortune truth and faith in the new china in the weeks after japan finally surrendered to the allies to end world war ii
the world turned to the question of how to move on from years of carnage and destruction for harry truman douglas macarthur chiang kai shek and their fellow
victors the question of justice seemed clear japan s militaristic leaders needed to be tried and punished for the surprise attack at pearl harbor shocking atrocities
against civilians in china the philippines and elsewhere and rampant abuses of prisoners of war in notorious incidents such as the bataan death march for the allied
powers the trial was an opportunity to render judgment on their vanquished foes but also to create a legal framework to prosecute war crimes and prohibit the use
of aggressive war building a more peaceful world under international law and american hegemony for the japanese leaders on trial it was their chance to argue that
their war had been waged to liberate asia from western imperialism and that the court was victors justice for more than two years lawyers for both sides presented
their cases before a panel of clashing judges from china india the philippines and australia as well as the united states and european powers the testimony ran from
horrific accounts of brutality and the secret plans to attack pearl harbor to the japanese military s threats to subvert the government if it sued for peace yet rather
than clarity and unanimity the trial brought complexity dissents and divisions that provoke international discord between china japan and korea to this day those
courtroom tensions and contradictions could also be seen playing out across asia as the trial unfolded in the crucial early years of the cold war from china s descent
into civil war to japan s successful postwar democratic elections to india s independence and partition from the author of the acclaimed the blood telegram which
was a pulitzer prize finalist this magnificent history is the product of a decade of research and writing judgment at tokyo is a riveting story of wartime action
dramatic courtroom battles and the epic formative years that set the stage for the asian postwar era
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The Other Nuremberg 1987

in order to ensure its absolute authority the tokyo war crimes tribunal 1946 1948 the japanese counterpart of the nuremberg trial adopted a three tier structure for
its interpreting japanese nationals interpreted the proceedings second generation japanese americans monitored the interpreting and caucasian u s military officers
arbitrated the disputes the first extensive study on the subject in english this book explores the historical and political contexts of the trial as well as the social and
cultural backgrounds of the linguists through trial transcripts in english and japanese archival documents and recordings and interviews with those who were
involved in the interpreting in addition to a detailed account of the interpreting the book examines the reasons for the three tier system how the interpreting
procedures were established over the course of the trial and the unique difficulties faced by the japanese american monitors this original case study of the tokyo war
crimes tribunal illuminates how complex issues such as trust power control and race affect interpreting at international tribunals in times of conflict

A History of War Crimes Trials in Post 1945 Asia-Pacific 2019-06-06

radhabinod pal was an indian jurist who achieved international fame as the judge representing india at the tokyo war crimes tribunal and dissented from the
majority opinion holding that all japanese class a war criminals were not guilty of any of the charges brought against them in postwar japanese politics right wing
polemicists have repeatedly utilized his dissenting judgment in their political propaganda aimed at refuting the tokyo trial s majority judgment and justifying japan
s aggression gradually elevating this controversial lawyer from india to a national symbol of historical revisionism many questions have been raised about how to
appropriately assess pal s dissenting judgment and pal himself were the arguments in pal s judgment sound why did he submit such a bold dissenting opinion what
was the political context more fundamentally why and how did the allies ever nominate such a lawyer as a judge for a tribunal of such great political importance
how should his dissent be situated within the context of modern asian history and the development of international criminal justice what social and political
circumstances in japan thrust him into such a prominent position many of these questions remain unanswered while some have been misinterpreted this book
proposes answers to many of them and presents a critique of the persistent revisionist denial of war responsibility in the japanese postwar right wing movement

Hidden Atrocities 2017-09-26

The Tokyo War Crimes Trial 1981

The Tokyo Trial 2003
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The Tokyo War Crimes Trial 1981

The Tokyo International Military Tribunal 2008

Judgment at Tokyo 2023-10-17

Interpreting the Tokyo War Crimes Tribunal 2010-11-08

The Tokyo War Crimes Trial 1981

The Tokyo Trials 2003-01-01

Neonationalist Mythology in Postwar Japan 2016-04-27
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